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Job Bank Site
(www.jobbank.gc.ca)

Formed in mid ’60’s and has evolved to automated system
Employers can post jobs 24/7
>270,000 employer accounts 
>60 million user sessions recorded in 2004-05.
One million new offers posted in 2005-06. Growth: >30% per year 
Job offers received by fax, e-mail, Internet and telephone
Must be published by next EOB
Maximum time for revision is 4 hours
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Legislative and Political Background
Section 60(1) of the Employment Insurance Act : “… a 
national employment service … employment opportunities …
suitable employment … suitable workers.”
Official Languages Act (OLA), obligates translation of all job 
offers 
In 2003, approval of a 3-year translation action plan leading to 
an automated translation system.
In a 2005-2006 report, the machine translations of some job 
offers are still of questionable quality.
Following negative media coverage, Job Bank was called in 
June 2006 to the House of Commons Standing Committee on 
Official Languages to discuss the translation of job offers on 
Job Bank. Result: hire more ‘post-editors’ or revisors
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Building the Translation System

In 2002 - rudimentary automated system: very
poor results.
Estimated cost for human translation of all job 
offers (450,000 jobs at the time) without relying on 
technology was $25 million.
Requirements and solutions studies conducted.
Recommendations: Job Bank developed pre-
translated checklists, an automated system to 
translate free text and hired a team of revisors.
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Procurement Process
• 2002-2003

– Identification of translation requirements
– RFP for integrated solution: no successful bids

• 2003-2004
– Second RFP with separate components
– Success: for MT and TM

• 2004-2005
– Integration of memory; continued update to MT dictionaries

• 2005-2006
– RFI for grammar and spell checker; no successful bids 
– Internal research for available products; procurement

• Present
– Final integration of grammar and spelling checker
– Continued improvements: changes to system to implement the new 

approach to the translation of job offers
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Creating a Job Offer

.
Pre-translated 
checklists -
examples
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Creating a Job Offer

Free text
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Specialized Dictionaries

Development of a multiple dictionary structure - 10 
specialized dictionaries (employment-related words and 
expressions) activated simultaneously
Extraction of mistranslated terms from the National 
Occupational Classification (NOC) as well as from offers
revised by the revision team
Addition of idiomatic expressions that cannot be translated
literally
Creation of a dictionary of geographical names (1200)
Dictionary updates each quarter

Dictionaries8

15,000 entries
Dictionaries8

15,000 entries
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Base dictionary

Basic words: one word, one equivalent
(sometimes two)

Examples : 
performance : exécution (performance)
filet : net
mignon : good-looking
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Literal vs. Correct Translation

Examples :
Commerce de gros et de détail : business of big 
person (main part) and detail - wholesale and 
retail trade
Manger un filet mignon : eat a good-looking net
- eat a filet mignon
Go to Swift Current : allez à Courant Rapide -
allez à Swift Current
The musician will give a performance : le 
musicien donnera une exécution (performance)
– le musicien donnera un spectacle
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‘Equivalents’ Dictionary

• Contextual phrases ensure more appropriate translation.
– E.g. international trade : commerce international
– construction trade : métier de la construction
– trade certification : certificat d'aptitudes professionnelles
– trade contractor : entrepreneur spécialisé
– trade periodical : périodique professionnel
– trade show : salon professionnel
– trade economist : économiste du commerce
– trade union : syndicat
– perform a duty : exercer une fonction
– perform a task : exécuter une tâche
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Database

Archiving offers and their revised equivalents
in a database

Automatic posting of offers that are identical
along with their translation

38% of offers posted are reproduced by the 
database

Database4

300,000 offers
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Translation Memory

Creation of a corpus of full sentences extracted from
job offers
Automatic reproduction of translations of repetitive
sentences in job offers
The corpus currently contains 1,450,000 words
(source and target text)
Approximately 16% of offers posted are reproduced
by the translation memory
Update of new corpora every quarter

Translation 
Memory5

1,450,000 words
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Text from the database
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Text from the memory

Dictionaries

Memory
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Text from the dictionaries
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Prioritized revision of offers for bilingual
communities and positions (our main target)
Saves revised texts in a database
P / T’s can do their own revisions
Integrates grammar and spell checker

Revision Interface
Revision 
Process7

Revision 
Process7
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Post-editing

Our post-editing team consists of: 

5 full time and 12 part-time post-
editors
Human post-editing rate: 17.5% of 
total offers
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Current data

Evaluation of the quality of machine translated texts
using specialized dictionaries
English-French: 
- Base dictionaries: 56.9 %
- Specialized dictionaries: 69.0 %

Improvement: 12.1 %
French-English:
- Base dictionaries: 63.0 %
- Specialized dictionaries: 75.9 %

Improvement: 12.9 %
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Calculation of the ratio of sentences found in the memory,
multiplied by the quality coefficient (95%)
Automated translation quality index =
(% of sentences found in the translation memory X 95%) + 
(% sentences translated by the translation
machine with dictionaries X quality of machine translation)

English-French: 
(16% X 95%) + (84% X 69%) = 73% 

French-English: 
(16% X 95%) + (84% X 75.9%) = 79% 

Evaluation of the contribution 
of the Translation Memory
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Methodology for evaluating the quality of 
translated texts

Evaluation grid : 
1. Intelligibility (text clarity)
2. Adequacy (equivalence between texts)
3. Language quality (spelling, grammar)
4. Symbols and typography (“ ”, ( ), $, …)  

Evaluation of 
Machine Translation
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Evaluation grid
INTELLIGIBILITY ADEQUACY LANGUAGE 

QUALITY
SYMBOLS AND 
TYPOGRAPHY

DEFINITION Clarity, comprehensibility
and logic of the text.

Semantic equivalence between
the source and target texts.

Respect for spelling, 
grammar (agreements, 
conjugations, etc.) and 
syntax (sentence 
structure) in the target
language.

Respect for typographical
rules in the target language: 
symbols, capitalization, 
punctuation, date and hour
formats, parentheses, 
quotation marks, currency, 
etc.

METHODOLOGY Read only the target 
sentence. Answer the 
following question: Is the 
text comprehensible at 
first reading?

Read each sentence, 
comparing the source and 
target. Determine the number
of ideas in each sentence, 
count those which are well
translated and assign points 
accordingly.

Read the target
sentence. Count the 
number of spelling, 
grammar and syntax
errors.

Read the target sentence. 
Count the number of errors.

SCORING 0 = Incomprehensible text
1 = Certain elements are 
understandable, but the 
general meaning is lost
2 = The general meaning
is understandable, even if 
some elements are unlcear
3 = The text perfectly
understandable

0 = Nothing is properly
translated
1 = A third of the ideas are 
properly translated
2 = Two-thirds of the ideas are 
properly translated
3 = All ideas are properly
translated

0 = 3 or more errors
1 = 2 errors
2 = 1 error
3 = No errors

0 = 3 or more errors
1 = 2 errors
2 = 1 error
3 = No errors

WEIGHTING 30% 40% 20% 10%
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Offers posted with
linguistic quality assured

(100%) Total offers translated

(15%) Without free text

(38%) Recurring texts database

(16%) Translation memory

(31%) Machine translation with 
dictionaries

(17.5%) Post-edited within 4-hour 
turnaround time

(13.5%) Not post-edited (turnaround 
time elapsed)
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Next Steps
Implement post-editing of all offers 
Complete grammar and spell checker integration
Ongoing refinements to dictionaries, TM and 
database
Cont’d improvements to the pre-translated NOC 
checklists 
Cont’d improvements to the translation system
Perhaps apply technology to other official texts??



Questions?
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